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Elizabeth McGee Breazeale (1877-1927) was born and lived in Mount 

Olive, NC. The 2008 publication1, The History of the Visual Arts 

Community in Southern North Carolina, by Dr. John W. 

Myers, notes she was a native of Mt. Olive, and one of her paintings, 

Rebecca at the Well, is in a private collection. That is the extent of the 

written information available.  
	

My great uncle, Clarence Schuyler Maxwell, MD (1876-1970), was 

from Mt. Olive, NC.  Upon graduating from medical school, he 

established a practice in Beaufort, NC.  He married Addie 

Thomas (1880-1970), and they lived at 111 Pollock Street, Beaufort, 

NC.  In Dr. Maxwell’s study, there was an oil painting of an English 

setter (Fig. 1, English setter painting). It measures 21.5” by 34”, and in 

the lower right corner, there are the initials EMB (Fig. 2, Initials of 

artist).  Dr. Maxwell said the artist was a relation, and the boat at night 

painting, 11” by 17”, hanging in his dining room was by the same artist 

(Fig. 3, Boat painting).  

 

																																																													
1	Myers,	Dr.	John	W.	“The	History	of	the	Visual	Arts	Community	in	Southeastern	North	Carolina.”	The	
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A childhood and lifelong friend of my mother, Lucille Thomas 

Woodward (1921-2014), was Henry Morrison Smith (1921-2007) of 

Seven Springs, NC.  Morrison noted he purchased another English 

setter painting by Elizabeth McGee Breazeale at an estate auction near 

Mount Olive, NC. (Fig. 4, Second English setter painting). It is 19.5” by 

21.5”. This painting was already damaged when purchased by Mr. Smith 

and needs extensive restoration.  
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My mother inherited the first dog painting and gave it to me.  I 

purchased the boat at night painting from a family auction of the 

contents of 111 Pollock Street in the late 1970s.  The third painting was 



given to me by the widow of Henry Morrison Smith around five years 

ago. 

   	

With three paintings by the artist, I checked into her life and work.  A 

search of the web, art journals, and listings produced little 

information.  When asking several art restorers, sporting and 

wildlife art collectors, and art dealers about the artist and her paintings, 

they could not find anything on the artist. However, they noted her 

paintings were of good quality and realistic.  Perhaps so little is known 

of the artist because she did not seem to sign her work.  The only artist 

identification on any of the paintings in my collection are the faint 

initials EMB as shown in Fig. 2. 	

 

Most of the information about the artist and her paintings was made 

verbally to me by Dr. Clarence Schuyler Maxwell, Henry Morrison 

Smith, and Lucile Thomas Woodward.  Unfortunately, they are all 

deceased. Consequently, I decided to put in writing what I know and to 

ask (via this publication) what other information on this artist 

and her work is known by the public.  Learning more about Elizabeth 

McGee Breazeale and her work and place in North Carolina art 

history would be appreciated.	


